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MISSION STATEMENT:
 
“to support the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi 
Secretariat’s objectives to gather, 
engage, and inform the citizens of 
Gespe’gewa’gi.”

communications 
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welcome notes

Welcome to a Special Edition of the Gespisiq 
publication that will focus on the work 

of the Communication Unit and introduce the 
Communications Team.

Citizen engagement is a priority and the 
Communications Unit has a responsibility to 
ensure that you are involved in every step of our 
Nation’s development in Gespe’gewa’gi. 

In reading this, we will share some of our 
upcoming goals as a Unit - which are to gather, 
engage and inform the citizens of Gespe’gewa’gi.

The development of the Mawiomi Cafe concept 
and its implementation in the three communities 
has allowed us to get back in touch with you and 
know more about your interests.  Many more are 
planned in the near future and we hope that you 
get a chance to visit us for a cup of coffee or tea 
and sit while we share information.

We have also worked for many months to redesign 
our MMS website in order to make it more user-
friendly and functional. We invite you to visit 
www.migmawei.ca to see the new changes and 
updates, and continue to do so while the website 
continues to be updated.

We   are   also working  to develop new 
communication tools that will simplify the 
understanding of files that are sometimes wordy 
and technical. 

We have also made some organizational changes 
to adapt the staff around the projects that require 
training and more support. 

A Communication Plan has been developed that 
sets specific objectives to modernize some of our 
communications tools and to retain those that 
have proven effective over the past 17 years. 

The Communication Team consists of myself, 
Donald Jeannotte-Anglehart, Communications 
and Engagement Officer; Andrew Lavigne, Print 
& Communication Coordinator; Natalia Caplin, 
Logistics Coordinator; and Tyler Morrison, 
Videographer. 

I feel privileged to be able to work closely with 
this team and also with you, the citizens, in the 
development of our Nation in Gespeg’ewa’gi. 

It is with great joy that after a prolonged absence 
that I’m back to work at MMS. In fact, I was 
the Research Coordinator and subsequently the 
Information and Public Consultation Coordinator 
between the beginning of 2002 and the end of 
2005. 

My door is always open at the MMS Office.  You 
can also reach me at any time at 418-788-1760 
ext. 8115 or by e-mail. 

Hope to see you soon.

  Donald Jeannotte-Anglehart
  djanglehart@migmawei.ca

Donald Jeannotte-Anglehart
 Communications & Engagement Officer
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MEET THE TEAM

Donald Jeannotte Anglehart 
Communications & 

Engagement Officer 

Donald hails from the community of Gespeg. His diverse academic 
background includes university studies in law, advertising and 

communications, and he has a graduate diploma in intercultural 
training.

Donald began making his mark in the Aboriginal community in the early 1990s, working in a variety 
of positions including project officer for the Ajigun resource centre in Montréal and councillor for 
the community of Gespeg. In 2000, Donald made the leap to the Gaspésie level, serving as research 
coordinator and then information and consultation coordinator for the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Secretariat.

Donald currently serves as communications and citizen engagement officer for the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi 
Secretariat and sits on the board of directors of the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Business Corporation (MMBC).

Natalia Caplin
Logistics Coordinator 

Natalia Caplin is a Mi’gmaq from Listuguj who is currently employed as 
the Logistics Coordinator for the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Secretariat.   

Her role and responsibility is to plan all internal and external meetings 
and events of the organisation.

Natalia had first started working as the Administrative Assistant on the 
Mesgi’g Ugju’s’n Project in 2015 and gradually transitioned into MMS as 
the General Office Clerk.  In July 2016, she took on a more permanent 
position as the Logistics Coordinator. 
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Andrew Lavigne
Communications

Andrew Lavigne has worked in the field of Communications for a 
number of years, starting out at the local radio station in Listuguj in 

1990.

Andrew joined the MMS organization in 2003, and has enjoyed learning 
and sharing the Mi’gmaq culture, pride and aspirations with everyone 
he’s met over the years.

Andrew’s work includes public speaking and citizen engagement through community gatherings and 
school visits, and the production of the various print material that shares the work of the MMS staff 
and MM Leadership.  He currently handles all print material and the website updates.

Tyler Morrison
Videographer 

Tyler Morrison has recently joined the team as a Videographer in 2017.  
He has been in the Video Production field since 2009.  In 2013 he was 

accepted into the Digital Video Production course at Durham College, he 
then graduated in 2015.
 

His intention is to create video compilations and interviews to spread 
the image and purpose of the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Secretariat to the 
communities of Gespe’gawa’gi. 

Coordinator



communication toolS:
               Website - Web radio - Social media

#GespegewagiPride   #MyMigmaqSide    #MigmaqRights
      #Migmawei     #MigmaweiMawiomi      #IAmMigmaq

Website

The new MMS Website was launched during the Fall of 2017. It will continuously reflect the needs 
and vision of MMS.  In that regard, we will have a place to put the results of our Nestua’tieg Mawiomi, 
Mawiomi Café, Citizen Engagement process and other engagement activities. It will also provide 
updated information of some of the files that the MMS staff are working on.  You can visit our mobile-
friendly site at www.migmawei.ca 

Web Radio

We are in the process of putting a Web Radio in place to make sure that our message, interviews and 
public activities are aired online and on-demand.  These broadcasts will give the opportunity to obtain 
and share our information at anytime and anyplace.  This will be accessible through the MMS website.  
Most of the content will be pre-produced with the intent of airing some live events and interviews in 
the future.

Social Media

Social Media is vital in today’s technological and hand-held device world.  As we move forward and 
gather as many ways to communiciate with as many members as possible from our communities, 
we will use a variety of social medias such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc. to make sure that our 
information and the constant interaction with our members is flowing easily and constantly.  We invite 
you to follow any or all of the below social media outlets used by the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Secretariat:

           Facebook.com/migmawei  Twitter: @mawiomi                     www.AboutOurLand.ca

                              Youtube.com/migmawei                  Facebook.com/migmaqwritersaward
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              Join and like us on social media.  Use these hashtags below.
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communication tools
           print - workshops - graphic recording

#GespegewagiPride   #MyMigmaqSide    #MigmaqRights
          #GespegewagiIsMyHome      #IAmMigmaq

Printed material

We will be continuing to publish the Gespisiq and the Gnua’taqan (Newsletter) as this form of 
communicating has proven to be appreciated from our citizens, because it brings information 
right to your door.  If you’ve missed a past issue, the PDF versions are also available on our 
website.

Nestua’tieg Mawiomi (Workshops)

We are in the process of building Nestua’tieg Mawiomi Workshops on various topics like 
Rights 101, Land Claims and Negotiations, Hydrocarbons, and many more topics that our 
citizens are interested in knowing more about. We are making sure that all these sessions are 
interactive, fun and informative so in the end participants can easily understand and confidently 
interact and discuss the subjects of the workshops.

Graphic recording

We recently went through a graphic recording training session that takes important issues/points 
being discussed at our meetings and gatherings and illustrate them instead of exclusively using 
words. When it comes to expressing and understanding some of our topics, Graphic recording 
will be the perfect tool to quickly and easily grasp the essential content. We will be using this 
tool in our Workshops.  See Pages 10-11 for examples of this.

Using Mi’gmaq words (Inui’sit)

We will also be using more Mi’gmaq words in our activities to make it more reflective of our 
worldview.  Speaking of Mi’gmaq words, we have brought the Mi’gmaq words of ‘Nestua’tieg’ 
and ‘Mawiomi’ to be used for our Workshops. It means to gather and share information bilaterally 
and also to get wiser. This word will be used anytime we are referring to our Workshops.  For 
example, we now use the term ‘Nestu’a’tieg’ to refer to our workshops because the definition 
of “to gain wisdom” reflects more of the intent.
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         Join and like us on social media.  Use these hashtags below.



NESTU’A’TIEG
MAWIOMI

GESGAPEGIAG
GESPEG
LISTUGUJ

NESTU’A’TIEG
NES-DOO-AH-DEE-EG
“We become wiser”

Graphic Recording

workshops
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Communicate   be Engaged & involved

communication - ENgagEment - involvement

We will be using some new and 
known ways of engaging with 
you.

- Mawiomi Cafe/Workshops

- MMS WeBSITE/Social Media

- MMS WeB Radio/Local Radio

- MMS Annual General Assembly

We know that many of you have 
questions and comments about 
the work we do.

Where do you go to share those 
comments?  Who Do you ASK to 
get a response?

how do you become engaged 
and involved in the future of 
gespe’gewa’gi?



As you can see we are developing new ways to be in direct contact with you. 

We will do our best to ensure that you feel included and engaged in the progress of our 
growing Nation.

We sincerely hope that you will bring your valued voice and ideas at our public ses-
sions to help our Nation to be in full control of our destiny.

As a Communication Team, our goal is:

to support the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Secretariat’s objectives to gather, engage, 
and inform the citizens of Gespe’gewa’gi.

Sometimes you can leave meetings and workshops with more questions and 
being more puzzled than before you walked in.  We are moving forward with 
ways of communicating with you to will have you well informed and  with 
materials and language that is more easier to understand.
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COMPONENTS OF the gmp

The first phase of the Mawiomi Cafés were 
successful. We brought this concept to the 

communities of Gesgapegiag, Gespeg and Listuguj.  

The idea behind the Mawiomi Café is to get together 
with our people in a very relaxed and informal 
environment where citizens can join us and have a 
little chat around a good cup of coffee or tea and a 
snack. This format sets the tone for good discussion 
regarding topics that are important to you. 

Our first outing was to gather topics that are of 
interest to the citizens and also their understanding 
of the work of the MMS.  This information allows 
us to follow up on the topics they would like to have 
more information on at the next Mawiomi Cafés.

These Cafés could also be the basis for having the 
Nestua’tieg Mawiomi at the same time. So far, we had 
a total of 9 Mawiomi Cafés in our communities and 
overall we engaged with over 200 attendees. 

The concept is quite simple.  Just come in and be 
greeted by one of our MMS staff/servers where they 
will offer you a variety of hot and cold drinks and 
snacks.  Once we have settled in, our Staff moves 
around to gather your questions/comments.

In looking at our future Mawiomi Café gatherings, 
where we can discuss specific topics, we will be 
including the Graphic Recording to make sure that 
everyone can relate to the dicussion with  a final 
drawing. 

We would like to thank our on-site helpers: Oakley 
Barnaby, Tanner Barnaby, Shyanne Condo, Amber 
Condo and Blake Condo.

We will be planning many more Mawiomi Cafés in 
the future, and we hope you have a chance to come 
out and join us for a free coffee, tea, refreshement 
and snacks.  Listen in or be part of the discussions - 
we look forward to sitting with you soon.
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listuguj mawiomi cafe

gesgapegiag MAWIOMI CAFE montreal Mawiomi Cafe

gespeg mawiomi cafe



visibility  project - Our Territory, Our Names

Planned Locations:

- Gesgapegiag areas
- Listuguj areas
- Gespeg areas

Planned Locations:

- Parc Forillon
- Matane
- Bowden Point

Planned Locations:

- Carleton
- Caplan
- More to come...



GESPE’GEWA’GI     Visibility Project

One of the priorities identified by the 3 Councils 
of Gesgapegiag, Gespeg and Listuguj is 

getting recognition of title and jurisdiction over 
Gespe’gewa’gi.  One of the ways to help achieve 
this is with the Visibility Project. 

The Visibility Project is essentially sharing some 
of the 257 place names that have been identified 
over our traditional Gespe’gewa’gi territory.  
These have been identified through place name 
research that has been conducted over the last 
15 years with the help of our Elders from all 
3 communities of Gesgapegiag, Gespeg and 
Listuguj. 

The first phase will see the placement of three signs 

located near our communities of Gesgapegiag, 
Gespeg and Listuguj. These will include the 
installation of permanent markers in the shape of 
Mi’gmaq wigmams.  Each of these will showcase 
the Mi’gmaq Place name and it’s meaning, along 
with a story that features the name.

We are also working in partnership with 
municipalities and parks to have Mi’gmaq names 
along with the permanent wigwams placed within 
their areas, the first will be in Carleton, QC.

The placement of these structures will begin the 
Spring of 2018, with more to follow throughout 
2018 and into 2019.  Stay tuned for details on this 
exciting project.
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stay Connected. Be Engaged & Be involved

NESTU’A’TIEG
MAWIOMI

GESGAPEGIAG
GESPEG
LISTUGUJ

NESTU’A’TIEG
NES-DOO-AH-DEE-EG
“We become wiser”

www.migmawei.ca
facebook.com/migmawei

Visit or Follow 
us online for 
upcoming dates 
and locations on 
our Info Sessions 
and Mawiomi 
Cafes in February 
and March 2018.


